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AUTHORHOUSE, United States, 2011. Paperback. Book
Condition: New. 229 x 152 mm. Language: English . Brand New
Book ***** Print on Demand *****.With the first installment
known as My Personal Journal complete and considered as an
exercise tool based on finding council within the art of writing.
R.L. Swarts has decided to continue the experiment with respect
to the initial concept. That of course being an attempt to find
resolution and peace of mind with the help of poetry. The new
book, Pressing On To No Avail is the continuation of the fictional
journal format. This time around even though the intention is
the same, the writing has in fact matured with the hope that the
reader has too. Mr. Swarts has taken certain freedoms to
explore deeper concepts and perspectives. As indicated in the
first book, without any formal training as a poet, the style of
prose expressed in the text here has again tried to push the limits
of expression. Atmosphere and emotion are the focus, space and
feeling are described delicately within the metaphoric sentences.
Stories that desperately want to be revealed and moments that
deserve interpretation weave their way with a subtly yet
poignant rhythm. R.L....
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This ebook will not be simple to start on reading but very fun to learn. It generally is not going to expense too much. I
am very happy to explain how this is the finest book i have read in my very own existence and can be he finest pdf for
at any time.
-- La va da  Cr uicksha nk-- La va da  Cr uicksha nk

This ebook is very gripping and intriguing. I have got read through and i also am confident that i will gonna read
through yet again again down the road. Its been written in an extremely straightforward way and it is merely right
after i finished reading this book through which actually altered me, alter the way i really believe.
-- Noble Ha g enes-- Noble Ha g enes
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